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Representational Mystery

Perhaps each painter's starting-place lies with at least

the representational aspect of his art# It is the nature of

most minds to advance frcma the known to the unknown# But

even the known may be largely garbed in mystery# This is the

situation depicted in the execution above# The painting is a

large onCf many of its component parts are understandable)

but there is enough of the mysterious involved to give interest

and charm and to engage erne's mind to further research# I feel

that it may challenge one way one time) and at the next it may

provoke thought and appreciation along another line# A paint-

ing's excellence may be measured also by Its permanent challenging

power#
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^  ' LADY IN RED -V-E -OIL

Compositional Portrait

This it a portrait-painting. Can ons have such and bs

successful? Certainly not in any easy manner unless he is a

genius. But here the space of the'canvas is utilised in such

a composition as to preserve the likeness and at the same time

to accomplish the all-over color harmoniaation. The colors are

predominatingly red and green, with the subtle play of nuances

giving interest. Thers is a boldness of presentation which

might cause one's interest to languish after a time, yet here

we find accoraplishiaent so far as the execution of a head in

good compositional form is concerned. The apace relationships

are largely done, line directions are definite and attractive,

and they lend stability to the build-up of the painting in

general.

All in all, this sxecution represented a real advance for

9e at the time it was performed.



V-K, ATHLETIC, OIL

Figure Tension

'  A general feeling of stability attained by neiyes of

horizontals and verticals, with tension expressed by diagomCLs

poised upon the verticals, is the vehicle of expression aiai4

for in this e(^position» General v.erticality adds strength and

dignity to what might otherwise present a feeling of bloekiness

or horizontal extension.
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I-C, VISIT OF WAR—LITHOGRAPH

A Hew Approach

The painter here approached his space to be utilised (in

this case a lithograph stone) with a purely abstract feeling.

The problen consisted of a desire to follow feeling in regaard

to space-treatment rather than to portray any tangible subject-

matter. The aboTe result was obtained, one which might be in

terpreted in any one of several ways. Herein lies the charm of

the work. This method is, perhaps, one of the effective ways

of attaining a desirable result in a surface expressed in black

and white. Textures of interesting nature are gained by varied

manner of the grease crayon's application. Rubbing with a cloth

over certain poz*tions helped to soften tones and to give a ten

der cloudy effect.



?-a STUFF OF TSE SM, OIL

Her# is ataorphere attained hf mm&s at assembling detaehad

articles in harmonious e<mMnation| painting them in such a way

as to give richness of texture* The latter iS| no doubt, en

hanced by the careful selection of the frame pattern designed to

enrich the colors used in the composition* The white-black liner

around the inner frame contributes as much as the painting to the

total make-up of the execution*
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Abstract Duality

Abstraction laay assuitio many forms from abstracted repro-

aentation to the extreme of utter Intangibility, so that one may

allow free run to his imagination in this field. In the instance

above, there is some abstracted representation, but there is more

that is purely imaginary. This piece represents some of the

earlier work of the author but, technically speaking, it an

ticipates some of the much later effort.

The reds, blues, yellows, lavendars, browns, and greens

give a vividness and a fire to the canvas. The line directions

and angles were inspired by some of the work of Lionel Peininger.

The work also possesses that recurring ability to interest the

beholder at each viewing. Opposing line directions creat an

intersstlng and satisfying tension, which holds and inspires one.
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Collage

Oil-paintiag

I-Q-Abstracted Landscape

From Collage to Painting

One of the practises which aids the artist in color har-

moniaation and powerful space relationship is that of experi-

meatation with construction»paper in the preparation of a pre

liminary collage.' Thus he acquires a scheme wiiich at least

partially satisfies him before he ever puts his brush to the

canvas.

In the collage and the painting above the underlying foun

dations' of a landscape were utilised in the combination indi

cated. Greens, blacks, lavendars, browns, tidiites and blues were

employed to lend beauty, with the addition of a few red accents.

There are features (good ones) in the collage which were

not carried over into the painting, yet the painting contains

some features, (nuances, etc.) which the collage does not possess.



V*0-Abstracted Lad.

m

from

Charcoal to Lithograph (black & vhlte) to Collage to Painting.

The first draft of the painting above was a preliminary

sketch In charcoal. When the sketch was transferred to the

lithograph stone, some Improvements were made and the results

were pleasing, here we have arcs of circles interplaying with

rectangular and ge«»netrlcal shapes. Accents and textures played

through with interesting nuances, enliven the surface. A feeling

of color is present even in the black and white lithograph.

When the collage was made this feeling was interpreted Into color

When this was further carried over into painting, the snapshot

above records something of vdiat was done to enhance It still more

especially in the texture qualities.
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Painting in Oil

II-A An Abstracted Still Life

The collage above was an experiraent. It was inspired by a

feeling for vivid color with a softness of tone, and a directness

of expression. The collage was completed quickly and with a

feeling of sureness about the entire procedure. That done, ttiere

was no stopping until it was expressed in oil. Itelicate nuance

\ms employed to lend a softness and a transparency to the colors.

These colors, although not intense in themselves, were given an

appearance of irwiirect intensity by the employment of green-

black spaces to set them out. Soft pastel-like shades became

dynamic.

V
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III-B Abstracted Still life & Landscape

The collage of this work was inspired by a sketch made

froia looking out the studio window. But much more attention

and care were employed to express color and space harmoniaation.

The device used is the pleasing interplay of these expressed by

means of roughly circular and georaetric spaces. Again the type

of frame employed carries out Seurat's idea of the painting's

atmosphere extending to the edge of the frame with the attainment

of complete unity.
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Y-C Abstracted Portrait

The painting above represents an advance beyond the portrait

presented in the first part of this series* Oranges and blues,

yellows and lavendars, and white produce,the color scheme* A face

is so compelling that it tends to draw all attention, bat here the

effort is made to cc»Bbine the facial characteristics in the all-

over space pattern of the combosition* This, I feel, is ace<»i^

plished means largely of horizontal, vertical, and diagonal

directions* The small plays through or across the large in an

interesting way* There is also retained the slightly circular

pattern about the head, yet even this takes on the nature of the

ge<®etric by means of the inclusion of angles.
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V-N S. I. Eugene

In this piece of work we have still another approach. It

is representationally, yet loosely done. Perhaps this is the

outstanding characteristic. However, darks ana lights, tones

and hues are carefully considered. The subject-matter has been

so cofiipoaitionally viewed as to present an interesting play of

the large and the small scattered ov r a space which has within

it a circular tension. The Influence of another artist is

manifest in this piece of work. It is refreshing to the author

to exchange ideas with others, thereby gaining much which he

would otherwise pass, "There is nothing new under the sun,"

les, but old things may be reorganlged in a creative way.



Eighiimy-s

For tli© author the above was one of these new combinations.

This painting is executed ordinary burlap^ "slsed* in the

same way as canvas. But what a "novel" texture. We see a loose

execution of elliptical aovement inter-changing vflth horizontals

end diagonals. There is enough horisontality to lend stability,

in spite of the strong action sug^^ested by the violent diagonals

and the swirling ares. The soft pastel tints also help to quiet

the strong expression* The loose execution allows relief in the

strength of the movement to a sufficient extent that even a peace

ful feeling Is possible as one views the ccfllpoiitiatt.
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I-A Fin® Creek Collage

Pine oreek eanyon with its curving lines Inspired this

collage* The pale yellow wheat fields with portions in dark

lavender suaner fallow on the rolling soft slopes furnlshedi a

flowing design against which the architectural lines of barns,

granaries, and tool and implement sheds made a pleasing ctmtrast

Trans|>arent paper and scHie painting provided nuances which lend

a chai® to the large spaces of otherwise flat color. The build

ing forms rovlde the horizontal stability needed to steady the

crisscross pattern which dominates almost the entire surface of
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H-B Campus - A Water-color

This water—color was executed by choosing the fomis deslroS

and then by painting in, portions or spaces of color with the paint

considerably diluted with water* Ho attempt was made to outline

anything. The entire surface was coffered. Then some drawing

was done with the brush. Any lines places anywhere were care

fully considered. Lights and darks were also carefully located.

The whole procedure was practic€^,ly done with a wash rather than

painted. A soft, pleasing water-color was obtained possessing

something of the delicate feeling of a Japanese color print.
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VI*A Horizontal

Another i^ter*color of cham to em at least* This time

the aotif is horisontallty. The horizontals twist about in

Intriguing ®anner Interspersed by verticals# %^&n the diagonals
are arrangedl In horizontal fashion across the composition froa

left to right# Dark spaces above suggest verticals which do

not interfere with the dordnant horizontality#
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V-A Circua Horse

"A good time was had by all." By whom? Well, that Is to

say, the artist and this piece of work. This was really enjoy

ed, for it was done in water-color with the oil-painting tech

nique. So much so that one beholder thought it an oil at first

glance. Here is an ameboid object superiraposed upon a simple

geometric background, but the ameboid partakes of some of the

characteristics of the geometric, and the geometric in turn

partakes of the color quality of the amoeboid. Such a strong

presentation requires the wide matt and the heavy frame which

surround it. ■
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I-A Dow[^;)Ottr

Yes-^soaethlng still different for our concluding state-

sent* •Downpour'* was attained by vertical brush-strokes entirely

Hot a stroke In this entire work was made in any other direction.

This is the new advance made here. Other principles have been

employed before, but not this. And jgyt it interesting! A new

and interesting texture was attained. Thanks to the wise

suggestion of one of my instructors.

Also, heart-felt thanks to all of my instructors for their

patience and kindly conslstant help with one wIjo learned so

slowly. They have Inspired me to continue my exploration in the

realm of creativity.




